Dolfun World Is A Distributor Of
Crystal Tones Quartz Singing Bowls

Specialty Bowls For The Serious Collector
Please Call 808-891-8234
For More Information And Pricing

Collector Series Crystal Singing
Bowls
Gemstones

!
The Rose Quartz Series® - Soothing Pink Healing
A fusion of natural rose quartz and pure quartz crystal, this bowl
is a high-quality and natural quartz and gemstone blend with no
chemicals or dyes.

The Amethyst Series -Connect to the Source
A fused mixture of pure silicate quartz and amethyst which supports the expansion of the crown chakra and evokes serenity and
composure.

!
The Moldavite Series® - Ancient Otherworldly Aura
A powerful transformational blend of moldavite and quartz crystal. This very high frequency mineral catalyzes change, bringing
catharsis, growth and changes. Moldavite stimulates our connection to the stars and opens our hearts to the Universal All.

Metals

!
The Platinum Series® - Pastel Rainbow Elegance!

Optimizes energy, stimulates the pineal and restores cellular patterning. Silver and platinum are master balancers and combine
for maximal effect in this opalescent bowl which unifies astral and
physical body fields.

The Mother of Platinum Series® -Natural Harmonizer
Mother of Pearl holds a vibration of water elementals, balancing
the divine mother/feminine energy with its opalescent pastel essence. Mother of Pearl protects and nurtures the spherical pearl, a
symbol of wholeness and unity - pearlescent energy.

The Aqua 24K Gold Series® - Transcendent Aqua Aura
These special bowls deeply and actively entrain the auric fields
for cleansing of the upper chakras, and work very quickly with the
third eye and crown chakras.

The Ocean 24-K Gold Series® -Essence of Dolphin
The Ocean Gold Bowl combines a marine pearl essence with bubbly, playful dolphin energies that assist with loving communication and activation of the thymus gland.

The Golden Bowl Series® - Intense Yellow Ray Energy
Pure Gold shines through in this solar-oriented bowl series. Glowing with a ray of yellow, these bowls work powerfully with the energies of the Solar Plexus center - supporting the self-esteem and
confidence of self or groups.

The Androgynous Indium Series® - Violet Ray of Light

A deep violet-blue iridescent-hued bowl, This bowl contains Indium, a non- synthesized natural substance that helps with vitamin and mineral absorption and balance in the body.

The Ocean Indium Series® -Opalescent Violet Shimmer
An opalescent ray of violet light, the Ocean Indium carries a
shimmer of iridescence on a translucent background.

Minerals

The Egyptian Blue Series® - Wisdom of the Ancients
These beautiful crystal singing bowls were designed and created
exclusively by Crystal Tones to harmonically link the wisdom of
the Ancient Ones with the healing technology of the future.

The Indigo Clear Series® - Indigo Light Rays

This beautiful series of crystal singing bowls carry a soothing blue
ray energy.

The Color Therapy Series® - A Rainbow of Healing
The New Color Therapy Series® of crystal singing bowls merges
gemstones and natural mineral combinations and contains no
chemicals or dyes.

The White Glove Series®

!
The Solid Gold Series® - Your Inner Sun Connection
Enter into a gleaming "Golden Age of Sound" with Crystal Tones
new Solid Gold Bowl! Gold symbolizes unity and assists in balancing brain hemispheres, releasing ego and feelings of depression
and self-reproach

!
The Solid Silver Series® - A Ray of Healing Moonlight
A new dimension in crystal bowl healing with the look and feel of
sterling silver. Our Solid Silver Bowl mirrors sophisticated elegance for the New Age.

!
The Tibetan Quartz Series® -Om Mani Padme Hum.
Ancient prayer energies of 16th Century Tibetan singing bowls
blend with Aquarian quartz crystalline frequencies. Healing energies radiating from this shiny copper bowl with a rich patina of
bronze and silver, amplify healing sounds to new levels

Practitioner Series® Bowls

Practitioner Series® Bowls
A Quartz Crystal Healing Tool
The Practitioner Bowl® Series are pure quartz crystal singing
bowls that have been designed with a quartz rod handle. These
newly developed healing tools have been specifically created for
therapeutic use for both the sound healer and as an addition to
any alternative form of healing work.
"The Practitioner Bowls® are the most practical of the crystal
sonic tools that have thus far manifested on the planet. They are
lightweight and easy to use - the glass goblet design allows you to
comfortably move with them while resonating their wondrous
sounds. They are a true gift to assist with sound healing and frequency shifting."
-Jonathan Goldman Author of "Healing Sounds" Composer of
"Chakra Chants"

Solid Ingot Quartz Crystal Tuning Forks

Crystal Tuning Forks®

A major innovation in the world of vibrational healing
Achieve high frequency sonic healing with Crystal Tones, Inc.
pure quartz crystal tuning forks that vibrate in and through any
bone and emanate a pure frequency that is gentle and effective.
Invoke your inner greatness with these custom fiber optic quality
base elements and create a pleasant and natural entrainment with
the devic worlds. The new forks incorporate traditional tuning
fork design projects a sign wave of pure silicon quartz crystal that
entrains the body's crystalline bone lattice structure, meridian
system and chakra points and overall affects the planetary grid
and sacred patterning. Due to the neutrality of quartz, intention
manifests a faster and cleaner waveform through the forks and
acts as a projector of light through the fiber optic clarity of each

fork. A magnificent energy conductor, the quartz crystal tuning
fork is designed for the professional practitioner and plays for a
full five minutes with one tap of the rubber mallet. Acupressure,
cranial sacral and massage therapy practitioners will find that the
quartz tuning forks add new and rapidly emanated dimensions to
their healing modalities. Available in full diatonic scale of low C to
High C. Various combinations of any hertz frequencies can be custom ordered.

Therapeutic Clear Quartz Crystal Singing Bowls
Angelic Tones, hand held, light weight for traveling
Perfected water and purifying sonic energies combine in bowls
that resonate and entrain quickly with the body and psyche. Practitioners often choose clear quartz crystal bowls for transmuting
energies. Just as healers in the past have carried pure quartz crystals and small crystal singing bowls in their roles as nomadic
priests and shamans, today’s doctors and holistics embrace the
clarity and entraining effects of our Clear Quartz Crystal Bowls.

Smooth energies flow from these bowls for releasing and clearing
work and can also be helpful in creating harmonious energies in
the home.
Available in various styles including flat and round bottom, specialty bowls such as Rose Quartz and Aqua 24-K Bowls and The
Practitioner and Tuning Fork Bowls®

Optically Clear Bowls
Affordable with optical clarity, these quartz bowls are lightweight
with a chiming effect. A full series now available in various sizes of
hollow handled bowls with handles (walkabout bowls, bowls on a
stick, bowls with handles) and flat bottom bowls.

Ultra Light Frosted Series® Bowls
Crystalline Sound, hand held, light weight, designed for mobility
Aesthetically pleasing and resonating with pure white light, The
Ultra Light Frosted Bowl® mists the sound current with a
sweeter, softly higher waveform than a Classic Frosted bowl. This
super resonant bowl can ring for two and a half to three minutes
with just one firmly applied revolution of the mallet on the rim.
The Ultra Light Frosted Bowl® plays a subtle tone that gently
massages blocks up to the surface. The frosted finish sends a palette of lighter tones and wraps the auric field with subtle energy.
This bowl rounds the more piercing tones of a clear bowl into a
marriage of sound and easy movement in a full range of styles.
The Practitioner Ultra Light Frosted Bowl® helps create maximum therapeutic effects with clear, pure tones as the healer
moves effortlessly with the lightweight bowl for extended periods
of time without tiring.
Luxuriate in a personal “sound spa” with The Ultra Light Frosted
Bowls®, recalling sacred imagery and expanding helpful negative
ions. Lift spirits in a dance of pure light and tone with these easily
portable and amazing traveling companions.

The Ultra Light Frosted Bowl® is available in variety of sizes and
styles including flat and round bottom, Tuning Fork®, Mini Practitioner® and The Practitioner Bowl®.

HOLOGRAM Classic Frosted Crystal Singing Bowls
16” and 22”
Suspended in the center of each Hologram bowl you
can see a clear round holographic sphere
Stationary, deep tones, group meditation, heavy use
These beautiful and luminescent bowls emit an expansive sound
that is healing for the body’s deeper tissues. Evocative of ancient temples, our Classic Frosted Bowls exude a healing matrix
wherever they’re sounded. The effects of playing Classic Frosted
Bowls in the home, office or a large group setting can be more
grounding and help promote a stable, peaceful energy. The
highly tactile and light-filled Classic Frosted bowls are perfect
entrainment tools for large groups, meditation and indoor and
outdoor healing and garden spaces.

The Classic Frosted bowls carry an Earth energy. Their white
color reminds of purity and new beginnings. Natural light enhances the bowl energies and Feng Shui appeal. Their Zensculpted looks are healing and their Yin/Yang qualities stellar.
Classic Frosted rounded and light-filled bowls ring with fuller,
smoother tones to combine for the sweetest Universal harmonies.
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